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Abstract 
 
Titel:   A study of the terms feminine and masculine 
 
Författare:  Nina Lagerlöf 
  Engelska D, 2006 
 
Antal sidor: 48 
 
Abstract: Women and men are often labeled as feminine or masculine. The aim of 

this paper was to study the terms feminine and masculine and their 
occurrence in The Guardian and The Observer from 2000 and 2004. The 
background of the paper deals with gender and corpus-linguistics and 
briefly describes semantics and lexicography. In order to find out who or 
what was described by the usage of the two terms, a corpus study was 
undertaken. All hits from both years were saved and examined. The results 
showed that feminine and masculine were used within many areas and not 
only for describing men and women. The terms were also used to describe, 
for example, clothes, parts of the body, values, images and identities. 
Moreover, men were occasionally described as feminine and women as 
masculine.The terms were also used together to describe both a feminine 
and a masculine society or a trait, for example. Finally, feminine was more 
frequent than masculine both in 2000 and 2004.  

   
 
 
 
 
 
Nyckelord: Gender-related attributes, labels, feminine, masculine, corpus-linguistics, 

collocation, language use.        
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1. INTRODUCTION AND AIMS 
 
   

  Gender forms one of the world’s most identifiable social  
categories, spanning times and cultures. Additionally, each  
culture deems certain traits and behaviors “masculine” or  
“feminine”; these attributes are associated more with one  
gender than the other. (Twenge 1999:485) 
 
  

 

The two lexical items feminine and masculine occur relatively frequently. They appear in 

daily speech as well as in newspaper texts, though in this paper I will put their occurrence 

in newspaper articles in focus. As claimed in the above quote, the terms are used to 

describe traits as well as the behavior of men and women. Furthermore, Leaper 

(1995:360) mentions that the classification of feminine and masculine traits reflects the 

current standards of a certain culture during a certain period in history. Since I will use 

rather new material for the investigation, newspaper articles from 2000 and 2004, it is 

important to emphasize that my study reflects the usage exactly at those points in time.  

 

In this paper I will do a corpus study of the terms feminine and masculine in modern 

English and use the collected issues of The Guardian/The Observer to see how they are 

employed in different collocations and contexts. I had previously noticed that feminine is 

not only used for describing women and masculine not only for describing men. My aim 

is to investigate in more detail who or what is described by the terms feminine/masculine. 

Whether the two terms occur together, as well as their collocational possibilities, are also 

features I will examine, with a special focus on how often men are described as feminine 

and women as masculine. But before I embark on the empirical part of my study, I will 

describe the etymological background of feminine and masculine and introduce corpus 

linguistics and gender/sex in the background section of this paper. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Semantics and Lexicography  

 

The area of linguistics focusing on word meaning is called semantics. Semantics also 

focuses on word combinations and sense relations (Malmkjær 2001:456-457). Finegan 

(2004:181) points out that there are three types of meaning. The first is linguistic 

meaning, which includes sense and reference. The second is social meaning and that is 

what we rely on when we can identify certain social features of speakers and situations 

by listening to the character of the language used. The third type of meaning is called 

affective meaning and that is the emotional connotation attached to words and utterances. 

Words sometimes change their meaning, and Odenstedt (2000:125) claims that semantic 

change often reflects cultural history and people’s attitudes and feelings.  

 

Not only semantics focuses on meaning, lexicography does as well. Lexicography is 

concerned with pronunciation and meaning in dictionaries while “semantics focuses on 

the representation of and model of meaning as a linguistic and communicative 

phenomenon” (Korżyk 1995:84). Current studies of linguistics are “[c]learly 

characterized by a greater interest in the use of language than was the case in previous 

decades” (Sterkenburg 2003:9). Sterkenburg here talks about language use in the context 

of the discipline of lexicography. Traditionally, lexicographic research investigated the 

meanings of words and synonyms and the lexicographer is involved in dictionary-

making. According to Korżyk, “the target of the lexicographer/dictionary-maker is 

ultimately that of producing dictionaries” (1995:84).  

 

Today, however, lexicography is also central to descriptive and applied linguistics (Biber 

et al. 1998:21). Moreover, the traditional investigations of the meaning of words and 

synonyms have been broadened. One can use corpus-based techniques to study, for 

example, how common different words are, how common the different senses for a given 

word are and if words have systematic associations with other words (Biber et al. 
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1998:21). A corpus-based lexicographic investigation makes it possible to look at the 

occurrence of a word in natural contexts, as in this paper. 

 

2.2 Corpus Linguistics 

 

Studies of language can be divided into two main areas: studies of structure and studies 

of use. The study of structure has a longer tradition, including the identification of 

structural units such as morphemes, phrases and clauses. Corpus-based linguistics, on the 

other hand, usually focuses on language use, i.e. how speakers and writers actually 

employ the resources of their language. Corpus linguists do not look at what is 

theoretically possible, they study the actual language used in for example newspapers 

(Biber et al. 1998:1). Corpus linguistics may also deal with structure, but often this is not 

its main focus.  

 

Doing corpus linguistics was difficult until just some decades ago. Meyer (2002:1) writes 

that the first computer corpus, the Brown Corpus, was created in the early 1960s. The 

generative grammarians were not that happy about the new linguistic discipline and did 

not consider it an acceptable form of linguistic practice. However, while generative 

grammarians and corpus linguists still have different goals, using corpora for linguistic 

research is now more accepted. Meyer (2002:2) puts it as follows: “corpora can be 

invaluable resources for testing out linguistic hypotheses based on more functionally 

based theories of grammar, i.e. theories of language more interested in exploring 

language as a tool of communication.”  

 

Without computers it would be very hard to accomplish a study of language use in such a 

way as is done today. The essential characteristics of corpus-based analysis are:  

   
 
- it is empirical, analyzing the actual patterns of use in natural texts; 

 - it utilizes a large and principled collection of natural texts, known 
   as a “corpus,” as the basis for analysis; 
 - it makes extensive use of computers for analysis, using both auto- 
    matic and interactive techniques; 
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- it depends on both quantitative and qualitative analytical techniques.  
  (Biber et al. 1998:4) 
 

 

2.3 Collocations 

 

“The idea of collocations - the characteristic co-occurrence patterns of words - is an 

important one in many areas of linguistics” (McEnery & Wilson 2001:85). It is argued 

that our mental lexicon is not only made up of single words but also of fixed and more 

variable larger “phraseological units”. These units play an important role for natural 

language processing and for language teaching because “the company which individual 

words keep often helps to define their sense and use” (McEnery & Wilson 2001:86). 

McEnery and Wilson even talk about the fact that some pairs of words have a 

“substantial amount of ‘glue’ between them” (2001:86). 

 

Not only has corpus-based analysis in general been increasingly recognized in recent 

years, collocations have received more attention as well, probably because corpora have 

made their investigation much easier. Collocations are often much less common than 

grammatical patterns and in order to find them, the use of  very large corpora is required 

(Biber et al. 1998:25).  

 

Nesselhauf (2004:1) stresses the importance of collocations and defines them as 

“arbitrary restricted lexeme combinations” such as make a decision or fully aware. 

Collocations are made up of more than one word and are lexically and/or syntactically 

fixed to a certain degree (Nesselhauf 2004:1). Other labels for such multi-word groups 

include prefabricated units, prefabs and multi-word units. An example of a multi-word 

unit would be the idiomatic word group cock and bull (McEnery & Wilson 2001:87). In 

addition, corpus studies have shown that collocations are a frequently occurring type of  

so-called “semi-prefabricated unit” and they are essential for fluency in both spoken and 

written language (Nesselhauf 2004:2).  
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With the help of a text corpus, it is possible to identify significant collocations and to 

separate them from words paired by chance (McEnery & Wilson 2001:86). Moreover, 

there are weak and strong collocators. The, for example, is a weak collocator since it is 

possible to combine it with almost any common noun. In contrast, blond is a strong 

collocator since its usage is restricted to hair and a few other related words such as 

tresses and wig (Malmkjær 2001:343). 

  

2.4 Gender and sex  

 

   We have no choice about our sex: 
   each one of us is either male or  
   female. (Coates 1986:13) 
 
 

In the present work, focus is put on gender-related attributes, used partly to describe the 

male and the female sex. In the quotation, Coates uses the term sex and in other parts of 

her work she mentions the term gender. What is actually the difference between gender 

and sex? The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2000) gives the following 

definition of sex: “the state of being male or female”. Moreover, it suggests gender as a 

synonym. When looking at the term gender, in the same dictionary, one can read the 

definition: “the fact of being male or female”.  

 

According to Coates (1986:4), sex refers to a biological distinction and gender is the term 

used for describing socially constructed categories based on sex. Most societies work in 

terms of two genders, male and female. Visser (2002:529) claims that the conceptions of 

gender, i.e. what is seen as prototypically masculine and feminine, are very important 

today although they are largely unconsciously held. She says that they influence our 

attitudes, behavior and sense of self and that they are subject to change over time. Finally, 

until recently, research on the relationship between language and sex/gender has 

primarily focused on possible differences in the language use of men and women. Less 

attention has been paid to the attitudes and values encoded in the labels used for men and 
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women, respectively (Persson & Rydén 1995:145). Two such labels, namely feminine 

and masculine, will be discussed below. 

 

2.5 Feminine and masculine 

 

According to Cameron (1998:271), “‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ are not what we are, nor 

the traits we have, but effects we produce by way of particular things we do”. 

Descriptions in terms of masculine and feminine or male and female are common today. 

There are many associations connected to the terms and McElhinny (1998:322-3) both 

mentions the traditional, old-fashioned associations such as “masculine, objective, 

rational, strong, cultural and feminine, subjective, emotional, weak, natural” and 

emphasizes that there is actually a change, a redefinition, to be noticed in society today. 

Her article on female police officers stresses the fact that when women are entering a 

classical male domain, the so-called redefinition of masculinity and femininity begins.  

 

Moreover, femininity and feministic theories are often and widely discussed, and there 

are many reasons for that, especially the feeling of inequality among many women. 

Masculinity, in contrast, is not at all as often put in focus in terms of manifestations and 

debates etc. This is probably due to the fact that men have represented the ‘standard’ 

throughout history and there has been no need for them to highlight this fact even more. 

Instead, it is highlighted by those who want to change it, i.e. mostly women. Stephen 

Whitehead (2002:8) has focused on masculinity but at the same time asks the question: 

“Masculinity - illusion or reality?”. The point of his discussion of men and masculinities 

is to discuss if masculinity exists at all. He mentions the fact that behavior that is violent, 

dysfunctional and oppressive is often excused or explained away as ‘natural’ masculine 

behavior. Coates (1998:295) argues that women also have to act in terms of that classical 

male behavior when entering the public domain, referred to as the “male-dominated 

domain”, and the women doing this are even running the risk of being seen as 

‘unfeminine’.  
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People’s stereotypes of masculine and feminine traits are still, according to Leaper 

(1995:359), independence, confidence and assertiveness for the former and 

understanding, compassion and affection for the latter. But is there a change to be 

observed today? Claudia Breger deals with this question in her article (2005:76) and 

claims that the concepts and stereotypical images of feminine and masculine are 

changing. She even talks about “feminine men” and “female masculinities”. Twenge 

(1999:485-6) argues that in Western society today, characteristics considered masculine 

or feminine seem just loosely related and somewhat arbitrary. There are, according to 

Twenge, men who are not as masculine as other men and not all women are equally 

feminine.  

 

2.5.1 The etymology of the terms feminine and masculine            

 

Many words dot not keep their original meanings, as the study of the etymology of words 

demonstrates. The original meaning of a word is often more concrete and vivid than the 

modern one (Odenstedt 2000:126).  

 

The etymology of feminine and masculine presented below is based on information from 

the Merriam Webster Online Dictionary as well as the Oxford Dictionary of Etymology 

(1966). 

 

Feminine originates from the Middle French feminin, from Latin femininus and from 

femina ‘woman’ or really ‘the suckling one’ or ‘the sucked one’. In addition, feminine is 

said to be etymologically related to the Old English delu ‘nipple’ and the Latin filius 

‘son’, as well as felix, fetus and fecundus meaning ‘fertile’ and ‘fruitful’. Feminine is also 

related to felare ‘to suck’ and to the Greek words thEIE, meaning ‘nipple’ (cf. above), 

and thêsai ‘suckle’. In Sanskrit, related words include dháyati ‘sucks’ and dhātri ‘nurse’.  

 

There is less to say about the etymology of masculine. Its origin is masculin from Middle 

French and Latin masculinus, from masculus ‘male’. It is also a diminutive of mas 

‘male’.  
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2.5.2 Definition of the term feminine 

 

The following three definitions of the term feminine are listed in the Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary (2000):  

 

1. having the qualities or appearance considered to be typical of women; connected with 

women 

2. (grammar) belonging to a class of words that refer to female people or animals and 

often have a special form 

3. (grammar) (in some languages) belonging to a class of nouns, pronouns or adjectives 

that have feminine gender not masculine or neuter 

 

This is how the Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary (1987) defines feminine: 

 

1. something that is feminine relates to or is considered typical of women, in contrast to 

men 

2. someone or something that is feminine has qualities that are considered to be 

characteristic of women, especially in terms of being delicate, pretty or gentle 

3. a feminine noun, pronoun, etc, in some languages, belongs to a particular class of 

nouns, pronouns, etc. Words that are feminine have sets of inflections which are different 

from those of masculine and neuter words 

 

2.5.3 Definition of the term masculine 

 

The following three definitions of the term masculine are listed in the Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary (2000):  

 

1. having the qualities or appearance considered to be typical of men; connected with 

men 

2. (grammar) belonging to a class of words that refer to male people or animals and often 

have a special form 
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3. (grammar) (in some languages) belonging to a class of nouns, pronouns or adjectives 

that have masculine gender, not feminine or neuter 

 

This is how the Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary (1987) defines masculine: 

 

1. something that is masculine relates to or is considered typical of men, in contrast to 

women 

2. if you describe a woman as masculine, you mean that she has a lot of qualities which 

make her seem more like a man; used showing disapproval 

3. a room, piece of furniture, etc which is masculine is of a type that people expect men 

to have, for example because it is large, strong and solid 

4. a masculine noun, pronoun etc, in some languages, belongs to a particular class of 

nouns, pronouns etc. Words that are masculine have sets of inflections which are 

different from those of feminine and neuter words  

 

 

3. METHODS 
 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the terms feminine and masculine and their 

collocational possibilities as well as to look specifically at the situations where men are 

described as feminine and women as masculine. In order to do this, a corpus study of the 

two terms was undertaken and the nouns they collocate with were categorized. 

Unfortunately, it was impossible to find out whether the words examined were used by 

women or men in the examples found. To avoid lengthy repetitions, abbreviations will be 

used for the Guardian/Observer from 2000 and 2004 respectively, namely G/O2000 and 

G/O2004. 
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3.1 Corpus-based source material 

 

The corpus used for this study, consists of articles from The Guardian and The Observer 

from 2000 and 2004. The search program used was MicroConcord. The total number of 

words in G/O2000 is 46.7 million while G/O2004 consists of 47.7 million words.  

 

In G/O2000, 269 examples of feminine were found and 220 examples of masculine. This 

means that feminine occurred 1.2 times as often as masculine. I decided to use the total 

number of usable hits for both terms in order to be able to present a valid result. Also 

when it comes to G/O2004, the total number of examples wasincluded in the study, i.e. 

291 hits of feminine and 171 hits of masculine. This year, feminine actually occurred 1.7 

times as often as masculine. All hits were saved on a floppy disk and printed out. They 

were then examined closely and frequently occurring collocations were paid some extra 

attention. The original number of hits was reduced in the process, because of the fact that 

for some reason identical examples frequently occurred twice. However, the figures 

given above represent the valid hits I eventually ended up with. 

 

3.2 Categorization 

 

All hits of the corpus-investigation are presented in the appendix. The results have been 

divided into sub-sections. The first two lists show the results for feminine and masculine 

from The Guardian/The Observer 2000 and the following two lists show the results from 

The Guardian/The Observer 2004. The hits in the appendix have been divided into six 

groups: women/men, fashion, grammar, men described as feminine and women described 

as masculine, others concrete and others abstract. The first four groups will be closely 

examined in section 4 of this paper. List 1 in the appendix only comprises five groups 

since no hits were found where masculine and feminine referred to the gramatical 

categories. It was sometimes difficult to decide where to list certain words since it was 

problematic to determine the exact meaning in their context. In cases where the same 

collocation was observed twice or more times, it will only be listed once, but the number 

of occurrences will be discussed in section 4. 
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4. RESULTS 

 
As indicated above, feminine is more frequent than masculine in the two newspaper 

corpora used in this investigation. No major changes seem to have taken place between 

2000 and 2004 concerning the areas of usage of feminine and masculine. However, 

according to this study, masculine was used more often in G/O2000 than in G/O2004 

while it was the other way round with feminine. Apparently, feminine has become even 

more frequent while the use of masculine is slightly decreasing. Further studies would 

have to confirm this.  

 

 

4.1 Nouns modified by feminine 

 

Feminine side is a frequently occurring collocation. Side is actually the most recurring 

noun of all in this study; in combination with feminine it occurs 26 times in G/O2000 and 

25 times in G/O2004. To show its high frequency, this could be compared to approach, 

found only two times each in combination with masculine and feminine in G/O2000. 

Examples (1) to (6) below illustrate feminine in collocation with side as found in the 

corpora. 

 

(1) men in touch with their feminine side 

(2) he has a feminine side 

(3) his dangerous journey into his feminine side 

(4) she represented the feminine side of Zionism 

(5) the feminine side of desire 

(6) she likes to keep in touch with her feminine side 

 

The examples above are selected to represent the most frequent semantic patterns of 

feminine + side in this study. For example, 17 of the 26 hits of side in G/O2000 had to do 

with men and their feminine side. Examples (1) to (3) illustrate this. Examples (4) and (5) 

illustrate abstractions and their feminine side. (6) is an example of a woman keeping in 
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touch with her feminine side. Feminine side did not often occur in connection with 

women in the corpora. In 35% of the cases, the feminine side appeared together with the 

construction (to keep/get) in touch with, as in examples (1) and (6). 

 

Feminine beauty and feminine touch occur, in total, seven times each and are the two 

second-most frequent nouns in collocation with feminine in the study. 

 

(7) the wonders of feminine beauty and vulnerability 

(8) an icon of feminine beauty and independence 

(9) to focus on the feminine beauty and sweetness 

 

Examples (7) to (9) illustrate that feminine beauty is often coordinated with a second 

noun. In example (8), independence is an example of a non-stereotypical female feature, 

whereas vulnerability and sweetness are traditionally connected with women.  

 

The feminine touch is found in patterns illustrated by the following examples: 

 

(10) a car with the feminine touch 

(11) drum ‘n’ bass can lack the feminine touch 

(12) the feminine touch has no place here [in the flat], even the early-70s bathroom sink       

        is macho    

 

The feminine touch is used mostly in combination with traditionally male areas. (10) and 

(11) are representative examples of this. 

 

Feminine hygiene or hygiene products occurs six times and all examples, including the 

three below, share similar features:  

 

(13) [parenting magazines] were […] advertising for feminine hygiene products 

(14) Smith and Nephew has agreed to sell its feminine hygiene and toiletries business 

(15) men remain embarrassed by […] the feminine hygiene sections 
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Feminine gardening or feminine gardeners occur five times in G/O2000 but not once in 

G/O2004. This is due to the fact that an article about men, women and gardening was part 

of G/O2000. The article concerns the differences of men and women when they work or 

spend time in the garden.  

 

(16) feminine gardeners of all ages [know] that the garden is an intensely sensual place  

(17) the real essence of feminine-attitude gardening [is] responsive and reactive 

(18) feminine gardening [makes it possible] to escape the household 

 

In example (16) it is not at first clear if the gardeners referred yo are women or men, but 

by reading the context it becomes clear that they are members of the female sex. Here the 

abstract concept of gardening and the persons, gardeners, are dealt with together. 

Gardeners could also have been classified as falling under men and women.  

 

The feminine look occurs five times, always within the area of fashion. In two examples,  

(19) and (20), it is men who have a feminine look.  

 

(19) a faintly feminine look in men 

(20) he has a slightly feminine look 

(21) a classic feminine look where every woman is tanned 

(22) [a] vintage-influenced, classy-feminine look 

(23) the feminine look of the traditional gypsy  

 

Feminine wile occurs four times in the corpora: 

 

(24) self-parodied feminine wiles 

(25) the YCC [a car] keeps its feminine wiles well-hidden 

(26) no need to resort to feminine wiles to persuade the boss 

(27) elocution and alluring feminine wiles 
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In (25), a car made especially for women is criticized for not being as feminine as the 

producer promised. 

 

Feminine value is used four times: 

 

(28) a shallow espousal of supposedly feminine values 

(29) many organizations are high on feminine-value vocabulary but not on real value for  

       what’s feminine 

(30) feminine values are no longer marginalized 

(31) [a] campaign with its soft, simple, feminine values  

 

Examples (28) and (31) show feminine values in a rather negative environment. The 

values of women are not being looked upon seriously there. 

 

Feminine charm occurs four times. Two examples illustrate its use: 

 

(32) [he] declared himself unmoved by the feminine charms of his colleagues  

(33) it is a treat combined with the feminine charms of Gloria Swanson 

 

Feminine icon occurs three times and in each case it is used to describe an air hostess as 

an icon for young girls and women in general. Example (34) below suggests that the face 

and the look of the feminine icon is changing, while (35) illustrates that the air hostess 

still is an icon. 

 

(34) the changing face of a feminine icon 

(35) she is still a feminine icon 

 

Feminine ideal occurs three times: 

 

(36) she shaped the feminine ideal that was central to the aesthetic [of the dress] 

(37) the pre-Raphaelites’ feminine ideal 
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(38) [a] narrative with more modern feminine ideals 

 

Here the feminine ideal is used within the area of art and literature. The ideals referred to 

in (37) are beautiful women with long, often blond, slightly curly hair, a perfect figure 

and very pale skin. 

 

The feminine way occurs three times: 

 

(39) a painfully feminine way to grab attention 

(40) not in a more feminine way but more like a girl 

(41) they [Burberry] have evolved this masculine heritage [the raincoat] in a very     

      feminine way 

 

Examples (39) and (40) illustrate women + feminine way, while (41) illustrates a 

masculine heritage evolving into something feminine. 

 

Feminine women occurs three times, one time in combination with very and two times 

with the prefix ultra- to emphasize the femininity even more. Ultra- is found eight times 

in total in G/O2000 and G/O2004, mostly within the area of fashion, and can therefore 

also be found in example (117) in section 4.4. Examples (42)-(44) are listed separately 

and not as belonging to “women in general” below because of the phrase feminine 

women. 

 

(42) Three Degrees and Diana Ross - very feminine women with big hair 

(43) ultra-feminine women in [films made by Dorothy Arzner] 

(44) memories of ultra-feminine women in the belle époque era 

 

In example (42) and (43), the feminine women mentioned were or are active within the 

area of music and film. 
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The following lexemes occur two times each in combination with feminine: aesthetic, 

allure, appearance, approach, arts, characteristics, curves, dress, interest, intuition, 

quality, skills, society, traits and type. The titles of the books The Feminine Mystique and 

Feminine Forever occur 13 times altogether. 

 

Even when women are not referred to as women, they may be described as feminine in 

the corpora used; this is illustrated in the appendix and in examples (45)-(51) below.  

 

(45) Orlando’s feminine and rather dotty wife 

(46) women looking weak and feminine 

(47) for women to look strong, sexy [and] feminine 

(48) she [the woman] is animated, beautiful [and] feminine 

(49) a powerful businesswoman with a super-feminine physique 

(50) she [the woman] remained vulnerable, feminine and even erotic 

(51) it’s [the memorial of Lady Diana] also contemporary, feminine and flowing like her 

 

Part of the aim with the above examples is to illustrate feminine in combination with 

other adjectives, as well as the adverbs super- and very. For example, feminine + sexy is a 

combination observed more than once and so are the combinations feminine + pretty 

(within the area of fashion) and feminine + beautiful. A prefix co-occurring only with 

feminine is super-, as in (49), and this also occurs within the area of fashion. Another 

interesting observation is that both weak + feminine and strong + feminine appear. 

Finally, very + feminine occurs regularly in examples like (41), (42) and (52) below.  

 

(52) a very feminine aesthetic 

 

In addition, parts of the body are also described by feminine. The examples found are 

feminine legs, lips, waistline, cheeks, skin, body-hair, shoulders, face, curves, ankles, 

chest, back, pinkie, feet and fingers.  

 

Finally, the most frequent nouns modified by feminine are summarized in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1. Nouns most commonly modified by feminine 

 

Noun Total number of 
hits 

side 51
beauty 
touch 

7
7

hygiene 6
gardening 
look 

5
5

values 
wiles 

4
4

charms 
clothes 
icon 
ideal 
period-details 
way 
women  

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

 
 

4.2 Nouns modified by masculine 

 

Masculine in collocation with identity or identities is found ten times in total. That makes 

identity the noun most often modified by masculine in this study.  

 

(53) boys strive to construct and inhabit particular masculine identities as they enter 

       adolescence  

(54) boys are holding on to very traditional masculine identities 

(55) [women had to] adopt a masculine identity and hide their emotions and natural 

        behavior [at work] 

(56) [gay husbands] were interested in extending their masculine identity 

(57) we [the producers] constructed a masculine identity that served the industrial  

        revolution well 

(58) Golub’s paintings […] are also studies in the crisis of a masculine identity 
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(59) the risk-taking [involved in going down mines] may even be part of […] their 

       masculine identity  

 

Most of the examples is about the identities of male persons, including (53), (54) and 

(56). Example (55) has to do with women adopting a masculine identity to fit in at work.   

Masculine + identity are also used in the context of for example paintings, as in (58), and 

within the area of film (57). Example (59) describes African men and their strong relation 

to their masculine identity. Finally, it is interesting to observe that masculine + identity is 

used to describe young boys, grown-up men (hetero- and homosexual) as well as women. 

 

Masculine gardening or gardeners occurs eight times and all the examples are very 

similar due to the fact that one single article is written about male and female gardening 

in G/O2000 (cf. 4.1). As in examples (16)-(18), gardeners and gardening are dealt with 

together: 

 

(60) the masculine gardener can see the bigger picture […] he can put the garden in a  

       context  

(61) masculine gardeners use the garden as a retreat from the world at large 

(62) masculine gardening is an attempt to escape the world 

 

Masculine characteristics occurs seven times: 

 

(63) if girls don’t like masculine characteristics, then it’s pretty much too bad 

(64) dreadful harpies who won’t stand for any masculine characteristics  

(65) we [women] are not against masculine characteristics per se 

(66) the development and maintenance of masculine characteristics 

(67) women can develop more masculine characteristics such as deepening of the voice 

       [by using anabolic steroids] 

 

These examples represent very different kinds of situations for the use of masculine + 

character. (64) is slightly ambiguous since harpy has multiple meanings such as: 
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‘predatory person’, ‘shrewish woman’ or ‘a creature being part woman, part bird’ 

(Merriam Webster Online Dictionary).  
 

The masculine side occurs six times in total. It is used to describe both men and women, 

as examples (68)-(71) illustrate.  

 

(68) I wanted some affirmation of his masculine side 

(69) he got in touch with his masculine side 

(70) he put Martire in touch with her masculine side 

(71) I’m so connected to my masculine side [singer Alanis Morisette] 

 

Here, one of the major differences in this study can be observed. The masculine side 

occurs six times and the feminine side occurs 51 times. This is mainly due to the fact that 

men and their feminine side are frequently discussed whereas women’s masculine side is 

only mentioned two times. 

 

Masculine traits appears five times:  

 

(72) any other masculine trait she might display; assertiveness, strength, a big salary 

(73) self-pity is far from being a solely masculine trait 

(74) promiscuity was a predominantly masculine trait [for a long time] 

 

Once, in example (72), a woman is described. The traits described here are favorable 

whereas the other examples in connection with men are rather unfavorable.  

 

Masculine role is found five times in total: 

 

(75) men’s masculine role as the provider and father is being obliterated 

(76) the men relying on an archetypal masculine role within the family 

(77) the book describes how men lost an empire as head of the family and suggests new 

       masculine roles 
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(78) [Madonna is] capable of reinterpreting masculine sex-role fantasies 

 

(75)-(77) have to do with the masculine role in the family and moreover indicate that the 

men’s role within the family is changing or will change.   

 

Masculine culture occurs five times:  

 

(79) three issues emerged [for women executives]: masculine culture, lack of role-  

        models and inflexible working arrangements 

(80) examine the centrality of sport in masculine working class culture 

(81) the persistence of a masculine culture which continues to undervalue the domestic  

       [work] 

 

Four examples of masculine world were found:  

 

(82) [when a woman] comes into this scuzzy, masculine world, you can guess where the 

       […] salvation might lie 

(83) husband-oriented, career-dominated marriages […] set in a hyper-masculine world 

(84) [the blue suit] remained buttoned up in this well-ordered masculine world 

(85) [since he was] coming from so masculine a world as the Legion, the little children 

        were a severe test [for him] 

 

The masculine worlds described are different. They can be scuzzy (82) or well-ordered 

(84), which indicates a major difference of usage. 

 

Masculine occurs with style two times and with styling once:  

 

(86) indeed it is a traditional, macho, masculine style that lies at the heart of the problem 

(87) the rectory has a masculine style connected with Vanbrugh [an architect] 

(88) the sternly masculine styling [of the car] was appreciated by my passengers  
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In (87) and (88), masculine + styling are used to describe a building and a car, 

respectively, rather than the style or styling of a man. 

 

Virtues and masculine occur together three times: 

 

(89)  the supposedly masculine virtues of individuality and virtuosity were revealing 

(90) Volumnia is a strong woman, who survives […] by adopting all the masculine 

        virtues  

(91)  there are real masculine virtues [like seeing the bigger picture in situations] 

 

Example (90) refers to a strong woman, in a play by Shakespeare. She is successful just 

by using masculine virtues, indicating that without doing so she would actually be dead. 

 

Masculine image occurs three times: 

 

(92) the most rap and hip hop artists are based on a stereotypically antisocial, masculine 

       image of black culture 

(93) Formula One has the kind of dangerous, edgy, masculine image that suits Red Bull 

(94) 30 products that help men to get a well-groomed, chiseled masculine image 

 

Here, masculine image occurs with other adjectives that emphasize the effect of the 

masculine image. The images described here as typical for men are antisocial, 

dangerous, edgy, well-groomed and chiseled. 

 

Masculine environment was found three times: 

 

(95) providing a more masculine environment for boys is not the answer 

(96) in the fiercely masculine environment of the Guardian in those days 

(97) women feel uncomfortable in an overly-masculine environment [the club]  

 

Example (95) describes boys and their problems in their school-environment. 
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The following words occur with masculine twice in the corpora: approach, bias, edge,  

endeavor, future, grace, heritage, hierarchy, idea, music, mysteries/mystique, pursuit, 

idea, sport, society and voice. 

 

Men in general are, of course, also described as masculine. This is illustrated in the 

appendix and in examples (98)-(104). 

 

(98)   a dark-skinned hero – iconic and masculine 

(99)   a strong, traditionally masculine man 

(100) he’s very athletic, plenty masculine 

(101) a masculine father 

(102) John Kerry’s masculine war-veteran appeal 

(103) some dull, old masculine hetero 

(104) the most masculine beer-swilling guy 

 

The examples show men described both with favorable features (98), (99), (100) and with 

unfavorable features such as (103). In example (102), to be a war-veteran is considered 

masculine.  

 

Very and the prefixes hyper-, and overly- + masculine occur several times. Some 

examples are: some very masculine features, a hyper-masculine society, a hyper-

masculine world and an overly-masculine environment.  

 

 

Finally, the most frequent nouns modified by masculine are summarized in Table 2 

below: 
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Table 2. Nouns most commonly modified by masculine 

 

Noun Total number of hits

identity 10
gardener/gardening 8
characteristics 7
side 6
culture 
role 
trait 

5
5
5

environment 
image 
style/styling 
virtues 
world  

3
3
3
3
3

 

 

4.3  Feminine and masculine appearing together 

 

The clearest examples of feminine and masculine occurring together are given below. The 

two terms are often used in contexts where differences between men and women are 

discussed.  

 

(105) that the mental health of men in dual-income households is suffering may reflect  

         shifting masculine and feminine identities 

(106) the succsessful manager is androgynous, strong on both masculine and feminine 

          leadership  

(107) it is deep in the feminine and masculine nature 

(108) masculine and feminine traits are taught to children almost from the womb 

(109) the two bedrooms upstairs have a masculine and feminine slant 

(110) conventional patterns on masculine and feminine behavior can be altered 

(111) the poll suggests today’s man is a complicated combination of masculine and  

         feminine tensions 

(112) we no longer live in a masculine or feminine society 

(113) conforming to masculine and feminine norms 
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(114) there was no possible distance between a masculine and feminine take on 

         pornography 

 

They also collocate in other formations such as: 

 

(115) the confusions between being masculine, feminine or human 

(116) rigid divisions between feminine and masculine, heterosexual and homosexual 

 

Only two examples, (107) and (116), shows feminine appearing before masculine. In all 

other examples masculine comes first. This shows how the examples are reflecting the 

society we live in; men are still often put in first position and women in second position.   

 

4.4 Feminine and masculine within the area of fashion 

 

Both terms, though feminine more often than masculine, occur within the area of fashion 

in this study. Among other things, clothes, collections, designs and designers are 

described as masculine or feminine. Apart from example (117), the prefix ultra- occurs 

five more times before feminine within the area of fashion. All hits are listed in the 

appendix and representative examples are provided below. 

 

(117) the prom dresses [were] tiered and ultra-feminine 

(118) feminine haute couture  

(119) this is a feminine season  

(120) De la Renta kept the ribbons feminine  

(121) Dries van Noten was highly feminine  

(122) that clear line, masculine cut 

(123) masculine leather jackets 

(124) this masculine black leather collar  
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Other designers mentioned were Valentino, Gucci, Burberry and Yves Saint Laurent and 

they were mostly mentioned in connection with feminine fashion. Finally, feminine 

period details occurs three times, within the area of fashion, always together with pretty 

frock. Two different combinations were found: 

 

(125) all the feminine period details such as pretty frocks 

(126) pretty frocks and feminine period details 

 

4.5 Feminine and masculine  in combination with grammatical terms 

 

The terms were occasionally used to describe grammatical entities, mostly in Latin or 

Spanish. The clearest examples are listed below. 

 

(127) Alumna/ae are the feminine singular and plural 

(128) the feminine form of the Latin crispus 

(129) El is the masculine definite article in Spanish 

(130) Dia – day in Spanish – is masculine 

 

4.6 Men described as feminine 

 

Men are described with the help of feminine in both G/O2000 and G/O2004. Different 

features of men, such as their body language, face, skin or attitudes, may also be 

feminine. Example (133) is an example of a man described as not feminine, which is 

worth pointing out. The very frequently occurring feminine side of men is discussed in 

section 4.1 and therefore excluded here.  

 

(131) men began to adopt formerly feminine attitudes  

(132) he has an angelic feminine face 

(133) a weightlifter is not particularly feminine 

(134) his feminine soft skin 

(135) he looks much younger than his age, with an almost feminine body language 
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These findings tell us that men are sometimes perceived as feminine and also associated 

with rather favorable feminine features.  

 

4.7 Women described as masculine 

 

Women are occasionally described with the help of masculine in this study. The 

following examples illustrate this: 

 

(136) a very beautiful girl being masculine 

(137) Farrah had a vulpine, masculine face 

(138) she has always been too much: too aggressive, too masculine 

(139) a group of female athletes so masculine 

(140) an extremely masculine mother 

(141) I cropped my hair and went as masculine as I could 

 

The masculine features of the woman in (138) are described very negatively. Example 

(141) describes a woman dressing up as a man, trying to look and behave as masculine as 

she can. Finally, for women to look or act in a traditionally masculine way is, according 

to the results of this study, not as common as for men to look or act in a traditionally 

feminine way. 

 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 

The corpus study showed that feminine and masculine were used within many areas and 

not only for describing women and men. Feminine was used to describe, for example, 

clothes, parts of the body and grammatical entities. Similarly, masculine was used to 

describe fashion, identities and grammar. The two terms also occurred together to 

describe, for example, feminine and masculine traits and society. Moreover, women were 

occasionally described as masculine and men as feminine in the articles examined. Men 

described as feminine was more common than women being described as masculine. It is 
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also worth pointing out that feminine occurred more frequently than masculine in the 

corpora used.  

 

There were differences between the number of hits in G/O2000 and G/O2004. The 

occurance of feminine was higher in G/O2004 while masculine occurred less often in 

G/O2004 than in G/O2000. The most frequent nouns modified by feminine were side 

(51), beauty (7), touch (7), hygiene (6), gardening (5), look (5), wiles (4), and values (4). 

The most frequent nouns modified by masculine were identity (10), gardener (8), 

characteristics (7), side (6), trait (5), role (5) and culture (5). A major difference was that 

side occurred with feminine 51 times and with masculine 6 times. However, both 

combinations were primarily used in the description of men. Furthermore, men in touch 

with their feminine side were, according to this study, far more common than women 

keeping in touch with their masculine side. The findings also mirror the culture and 

society we live in and by looking at the two tables included in this paper, one can find 

major differences in what is described as feminine and masculine. Words like charms, 

clothes, beauty, look and touch were associated primarly with women while more 

fundamental words like identity, characteristics, culture, trait and environment were 

modified mainly by masculine. This shows that by looking at the usage of the two terms 

in newspaper articles, one can also observe how gender in general is looked upon. 

Finally, it may be noted that the prefixes overly- and hyper- only appeared in collocation 

with masculine, never with feminine. On the other hand, the prefixes ultra- and super- 

only appeared together with feminine. The adverb very collocated with both terms.  

 

One suggestion for further studies is to examine the usage and frequency of male and 

female and compare the result with the usage of masculine and feminine. In fact, it would 

be interesting to investigate the use and frequency of any semantically related word, 

including womanly, womanish, manly, unmanly and unfeminine. 
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APPENDIX 
Hits categorized according to collocation 
 
A. The Guardian/The Observer 2000: feminine 
 

1. description of women 
   
 -  she’s thoroughly feminine  
 -  Liska is feminine 
 -  Orlando’s feminine and rather dotty wife  
 -  women looking weak and feminine  
 -  for women to look strong, sexy, feminine  
 -  she is animated, beautiful, feminine  
 -  a girlie girl who enjoys being feminine  
 -  she can’t see that she’s feminine 
 -  I like my women to be feminine 
 -  a feminine footballer 
 -  the feminine gardener  
 -  a powerful businesswoman with a super-feminine physique  
 -  her feminine side  
 -  we can be feminine and still be taken seriously  
 -  I am, at bottom, simple, credulous, feminine  
 -  unfeminine [women] (aggressive, violent) or too feminine (catty, bitchy)  

 -  how gentle her face was, how feminine 
 -  a woman who does not know how to be properly feminine  
 -  [she] was feminine in the Latin-American style  
 -  embracing a womanish aesthetic rather than a feminine one 
 -  her dogged refusal to be feminine  
 -  I’ve got good make-up and I’m all feminine 
 -  she has to be deemed less feminine 
 -  [Zoe] was essentially feminine  
 -  to prove they [female athletes] are feminine  
 -  they [women] kept guard, careful not to be too feminine  
 -  being financially responsible is not seen as being feminine  
 -  women have to adopt a different style, more graceful, more feminine  

 -  he identified the feminine with all that is weak and corrupt 
 

2. fashion 
   

 -  fashion is feminine again, feminine and sexy clothes 
 -  made her clothes more feminine  
 -  feminine clothes  
 -  clothes are flamboyant and feminine  
 -  her clothes are feminine, delicate and ladylike, feminine fashion plan 
 -  very, very feminine, beautiful and fresh is how Michelle describes her third    
     collection  
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 -  find the right one [a summer dress] and you’ll feel instantly feminine   
 -  things were going back to being pretty and feminine   

 -  the feminine look of the traditional gypsy  
 -  the clothes are fresh and feminine  
 -  the evening wear was exaggeratedly feminine 
 -  looking very foxy and feminine with my handbag and high heels  
 -  this season’s essential feminine detailing  
 -  he describes his flowing dresses as very pretty and feminine  

 -  combining masculine tailoring with feminine draping 
 
 

3. men described as feminine 
  

 -  men began to adopt formerly feminine attitudes 
 -  a man in an ornate, feminine bishop’s costume  
 -  he has an angelic feminine face  
 -  a male agent has a feminine faith in what he sees  
 -  he seemed so feminine, men in touch with their feminine side  
 -  interested in his feminine side  
 -  the feminine in a boy (or man)  
 -  he is the summit of sex- the pinnacle of Masculine, Feminine and Neuter  

 -  my own latent feminine side 
 -  he has a feminine side  
 -  his feminine side  
 -  the feminine side of himself  
 -  [I] ruthlessly suppress my feminine side-like so many men  
 -  Fulham’s feminine side  
 -  men can look to their feminine side  
 -  John’s feminine side, John and Luke’s feminine side 
 -  feminine and therefore gay 
 -  ‘Feminine’, he said [about his jacket] 
 -  if obviously more feminine [Kevin]  
 -  transvestites and transsexuals, almost parodically feminine 
 
 

4. others, concrete 
  

 -  to be feminine is to have slender ankles  
 -  it’s [the back] still feminine 
 -  feminine best-pal   

 -  my body hair appears feminine 
 -  from books they perceive as too feminine  
 -  feminine curves 
 -  feminine hygiene products 
 -  the trend for more feminine, floaty interiors 
 -  feminine medicine  
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 -  a more feminine name like Emma 
 -  I don’t think my pinkie was feminine enough  
 -  the feminine planets of Moon and Venus 
 -  feminine protection 
 -  feminine screen type 
 -  lovely feminine shoulders 
 -  leave your skin silky smooth and feminine 
 -  feminine smile   
 -  male dominated sport, is feminine 
 -  the tattoos these women have are quite feminine 
 -  feminine tissue   
 -  the tree is very feminine  
 -  the feminine throne room  
 -  feminine vibrators 
 -  more spicy and floral, [q]uite feminine [a whiskey]  
 -  feminine words 
 
 

5. others, abstract 
  

 -  a feminine ailment  
 -  a slightly feminine air 
 -  feminine allure  
 -  a female business  
 -  waves are essentially feminine 
 -  their first fragrance-heady, feminine and very, very sexy  
 -  feminine anxieties  
 -  feminine appearance  
 -  feminine appreciation  
 -  feminine approach  
 -  feminine archetype 
 -  feminine aspects 
 -  feminine attributes 
 -  pro-feminine backlash  
 -  feminine beauty  
 -  feminine behavior  
 -  feminine brains  
 -  feminine branch  
 -  feminine breeze 
 -  feminine but more successful counterparts  
 -  the future of football is feminine  
 -  feminine causes  
 -  feminine character  
 -  feminine characteristics  
 -  feminine charms 
 -  feminine choice  
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 -  the colour [and] the packaging are feminine   
 -  feminine contamination 
 -  feminine contribution  
 -  a feminine critique  
 -  feminine decade 
 -  feminine domain  
 -  a feminine endearment  
 -  feminine evil  
 -  the feminine extracts  
 -  feminine, flowery stuff  
 -  the feminine form of the Jo  
 -  frailty has long been sold to women as feminine 
 -  a feminine future 
 -  a feminine gait 
 -  feminine-attitude gardening  
 -  feminine ghetto  
 -  feminine grace  
 -  feminine heart of the home  
 -  a quality that they perceive as feminine  
 -  a culture’s idea of what is feminine  
 -  feminine hobbies  
 -  feminine holiness 
 -  the feminine hope 
 -  feminine hot air  
 -  feminine hygiene  
 -  feminine icon 
 -  feminine ignorance  
 -  ultra-feminine image 
 -  feminine interest  
 -  feminine intuition 
 -  feminine jobs  
 -  to look feminine is to look young  
 -  feminine lusts  
 -  feminine management structure  
 -  feminine mask 
 -  feminine modesty  
 -  The Feminine Mystique 
 -  feminine nibbling  
 -  faked efforts to be feminine  
 -  the idea of the feminine  
 -  the sacred feminine  
 -  feminine penchant  
 -  feminine piece  
 -  feminine place  
 -  it [politics] is not feminine 
 -  the pop feminine 
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 -  a feminine prerogative  
 -  feminine principle 
 -  feminine pursuit 
 -  feminine qualities  
 -  the fluency of her music as feminine  
 -  three reasons, all quite feminine  
 -  a feminine region  
 -  feminine science  
 -  feminine selves  
 -  a feminine sensibility  
 -  feminine sensitivity  
 -  the feminine sex drive 
 -  feminine skills  
 -  feminine space 
 -  feminine state  
 -  France is feminine  
 -  feminine tact  
 -  feminine tenderness  
 -  feminine touch  
 -  feminine tradition  
 -  feminine traits  
 -  feminine triumph  
 -  The Turn of the Screw [...] so feminine 
 -  feminine type 
 -  feminine version 
 -  feminine-value vocabulary 
 -  not on real value for what’s feminine  
 -  a more feminine way  
 -  virtues defined as feminine 
 -  a void where nothing is either masculine or feminine 
 -  feminine wiles  
 -  in a feminine, feminist modern and modernist world   
 -  work by Nichol will bring something feminine 
 -  both masculine and feminine leadership traits  
 -  being masculine, feminine or human  
 -  in the feminine or masculine nature 
 -  rigid divisions between feminine and masculine  
 -  traditionally feminine and traditionally masculine  
 -  balance between feminine and masculine 
 -  the role deemed feminine and another the designated masculine  
 -  masculine and feminine at the same time  
 -  differences between masculine and feminine gardening  
 -  shifting masculine and feminine identities 
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B. The Guardian/The Observer 2000: masculine 
 
    1.     description of men 

 
 -  the masculine 
 -  but even the most successful masculine [man] 
 -  he seems not at all masculine 
 -  I do think of him as masculine  
 -  the gay boys are as masculine as the straight 
 -  the most masculine, beer-swilling guy 
 -  Tommy Lee Jones, the king of masculine cragginess, identify himself as  
     masculine  
 -  the masculine gardener  
 -  masculine good ol’ boy from Texas 
 -  the masculine half of the house 
 -  some dull old masculine hetero  
 -  a dark-skinned hero – iconic and masculine 
 -  strong, traditionally masculine man 
 -  he’s very athletic, plenty masculine  
 -  men’s masculine role as the provider and the father  
 -  for him not to feel less masculine 
 -  he got in touch with his masculine side  
 -  his signature masculine silhouette  
 -  his taste is very well masculine 
 -  the shift from being just masculine to being a man  
 -  I look slightly more masculine  
 -  she makes me feel very masculine  
 -  learning how to be masculine 
 -  the more masculine the owner  
 -  [the]masculine dance of Gene Kelly 
 -  a masculine, stocky, bearded Frank Dobson look-alike 
 -  he is the pinnacle of  Sex Masculine, Feminine and Neuter  

 
     

2. fashion 
  

 -  this masculine black leather collar 
 -  masculine clothes 

 -  masculine designs  
 -  masculine leather jackets  

 -  masculine tailoring 
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3. grammar 
  
 -  a Spanish abstract noun, masculine, invariable 

 -  the masculine pronoun   
 

4. women described as masculine 
  

 -  a very beautiful girl being masculine 
 -  her heroine [...],fundamentally masculine 
 -  women can develop more masculine characteristics  
 -  Farrah had a vulpine, masculine face  

 -  she thought she looked too masculine 
 -  he put Martire in touch with her masculine side  
 -  women’s lives are still defined by masculine needs and desires 

 -  make women sexy, but with a masculine touch  
 -  or any other masculine trait she might display  
 -  she has always been too much: too aggressive, too masculine    

 
5. others, concrete 
 

 -  cover designs that looked more masculine  
 -  masculine ballet  
 -  masculine bold stripes  
 -  [Chicago is] very aggressive, very masculine and very heterosexual 
 -  a masculine closed shop 
 -  as faces age they become more masculine 
 -  this desktop feels masculine 
 -  to see Labour as masculine  

 -  the lines are masculine  
 -  masculine mass  

 -  masculine movie stars 
 -  as masculine as the name Basil 

 -  a sentence as resoundingly masculine as that  
 -  it [a spice] is strong, fierce and masculine 
 -  Tate Modern is linear, masculine  
 -  masculine thrillers  
 -  masculine tomb   
 

  
 
6. others, abstract 
  

 -  masculine affair  
 -  masculine agency 
 -  masculine aggression  
 -  masculine air 
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 -  masculine alternative 
 -  a masculine counterpart   
 -  masculine appeal 
 -  masculine approach 
 -  masculine atmosphere  
 -  masculine attributes  
 -  masculine baggage of cleaning  
 -  masculine behavior  
 -  masculine bias  
 -  masculine bragging 
 -  The masculine British knee  

 -  masculine Chessington World of Adventures  
 -  masculine conduct  
 -  masculine credentials  

 -  masculine crimes 
 -  a masculine culture  
 -  masculine dominance  
 -  masculine drive  
 -  a masculine edge  
 -  masculine endeavor 
 -  masculine environment 
 -  masculine equivalent  
 -  masculine essence 
 -  masculine existence 
 -  masculine fantasies  
 -  masculine fingertip ratio  
 -  masculine folly 
 -  masculine football 
 -  forcefulness is thought to be masculine  
 -  masculine functions 
 -  masculine gardening 
 -  masculine gender   
 -  masculine grace 
 -  masculine hierarchy  
 -  the masculine ideal  
 -  masculine identities  
 -  a masculine identity 
 -  masculine ideology 
 -  the masculine imperative of the role 
 -  masculine kind of way  
 -  masculine kindness  
 -  masculine language  
 -  a very masculine, long-hours culture  
 -  masculine loyalties 
 -  masculine measures 
 -  masculine mojo   
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 -  masculine music  
 -  masculine musical taste  
 -  masculine mysteries 
 -  masculine mystique 
 -  masculine neurosis  
 -  masculine normality 
 -  major parties have been all too masculine 
 -  masculine patronage   
 -  masculine perfection 
 -  masculine plot 
 -  masculine pomposity 
 -  the morbidity of the pop masculine 
 -  masculine principles 
 -  masculine profession  
 -  masculine prose   
 -  masculine protection 
 -  masculine province  
 -  masculine public life  
 -  masculine pursuit   
 -  masculine ramparts   
 -  masculine read  
 -  masculine Reaganomics  
 -  it [red] is not very masculine 
 -  masculine response  
 -  masculine roles 
 -  a masculine secret 
 -  masculine self-awareness  
 -  masculine sex-role 
 -  masculine sexual prowess 
 -  the whole thing [The Sopranos] is so relentlessly masculine 
 -  masculine sport  
 -  masculine stains  
 -  masculine stereotypes 
 -  masculine stranglehold  
 -  masculine sturdiness 
 -  masculine style  
 -  masculine styling 
 -  masculine teasing   
 -  masculine terms  
 -  masculine theme 
 -  masculine traditions 
 -  masculine trait 
 -  masculine tribal rites 
 -  masculine values   
 -  masculine virtues  
 -  masculine visions  
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 -  masculine vulnerability   
 -  masculine ways  
 -  masculine weakness 
 -  masculine competitive worlds  
 -  You Masculine You 
 -  masculine and feminine gardening  
 -  masculine and feminine identities  
 -  masculine and feminine leadership  
 -  femininity and overwhelmingly masculine attitude  
 -  the confusions between being masculine, feminine or human 
 -  between feminine and masculine, heterosexual and homosexual  

 -  the feminine and masculine nature 
 -  nothing is either masculine or feminine   
 -  balance between feminine and masculine 
 -  traditionally feminine and traditionally masculine work and clothes and   
     attitudes 

 
 
C. The Guardian/The Observer 2004: feminine 
  

1. description of women 
  

 -  feminine mother  
 -  women could again become feminine  
 -  feminine muse of dance  
 -  very feminine lipstick lesbians  
 -  I’m feminine, not girlie 
 -  a member of the feminine sex is concerned  
 -  when a woman feels feminine  
 -  the feminine she  
 -  very feminine women  
 -  ultra-feminine women 
 -  I feel more feminine, more like a female she says  
 -  she remained vulnerable, feminine and even erotic  
 -  it’s also contemporary, feminine and flowing like her  
 -  her image is clean-cut, gamine yet feminine  
 -  Hepurn was boyish, and yet feminine  
 -  being feminine is being proud to be a woman  
 -  she looked a lot more feminine  

 -  we [women] can be angry and sexual and fragile and feminine 
 -  women are often so mistreated for being feminine, beautiful or not beautiful 
 -  I can be feminine but also be though 
 -  someone who looks feminine 
 -  famous and feminine  
 -  she was, she says with a chuckle, very feminine  
 -  we weren’t conditioned feminine  
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 -  the FA’s feminine four 
 -  I love dressing up, feeling so feminine 
 -  human - and specifically feminine  
 -  being  a mum is a feminine thing  
 -  an idealized feminine 
 -  tousle-haired boyishness and feminine affability  
 -  I most definitely feel both feminine and womanly   
 -  you [a woman] can be feminine and clever  

 -  it pressures them [women] to look as feminine as possible 
 
 

2. fashion 
 

 -  the new season-pretty, feminine and dressy 
 -  feminine bathers  
 -  bulging black cloth, evidently feminine  
 -  her style of dress was unmistakably feminine  
 -  modern and feminine clothes  
 -  her super-feminine collection  
 -  feminine dress  
 -  those feminine dresses  
 -  ultra-feminine fashion 
 -  modern, feminine fashions  
 -  a very feminine frock  
 -  feminine haute couture  
 -  a skirt that just hits the knee-very feminine  
 -  why shouldn’t the cardigan be sexy? It’s feminine  
 -  wear tighter shorts and more feminine kits  

 -  that evening at Valentino is a different ballgame, ultra-feminine, ultra-        
    glamorous 

 -  classy-feminine look 
 -  a feminine range of clothes 
 -  this is a feminine season, feminine  
 -  slightly doll-like fashion  
 -  prom dresses, tiered and ultra-feminine 
 -  De la Renta kept the ribbons feminine 
 -  the emphasis will still be on the feminine and the delicate 
 -  the ball gown which combined the ultra-feminine bustiness  
 -  the look is more feminine  
 -  Dries van Noten was highly feminine  
 -  bright and bold is big, feminine is everywhere 
 -  when I wear her clothes I feel feminine 

 -  very feminine [a collection], rather than masculine 
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3. grammar 
 

 -  spoke of every man in the feminine 
 -  Alumna/ae are the feminine singular and plural 

 -  the feminine case mazkira 
 -  the feminine form of  the latin crispus 
 
4. men described as feminine 
 

 -  he gradually becomes more feminine 
 -  men who seem to him unnervingly feminine 
 -  not a proper activity for a grown man: too feminine by half  
 -  a faintly feminine look in men  
 -  he has a slightly feminine look  
 -  when thinking himself into the feminine role  
 -  he is obviously in touch with his feminine side  
 -  Bush’s feminine side 
 -  his feminine soft skin  
 -  he looks much younger than his age, with an almost feminine body language 
 -  men also transgressed the bounds of feminine decorum  
 -  gave men a feminine edge, he disliked the feminine in himself 
 -  he’s not feminine 
 -  he was all male, yet whimperingly feminine  
 -  a weightlifter is not particularly feminine  
 -  insufficiently manly (in other words, feminine)  
 -  Spencer, whose voice is surprisingly soft and feminine  
 -  They [men] are very at home with their feminine side 
 -  boys being seen as feminine 
 
 

5. others, concrete 
 
 -  a monstrous feminine anti-hero 

 -  the feminine bedroom 
 -  the burka isn’t feminine enough 
 -  it [the car] doesn’t feel particularly feminine  
 -  a feminine chair 
 -  feminine cheeks 
 -  it [my chest] wasn’t the most feminine thing in the world 
 -  feminine cigarettes 
 -  clay is very soft and pliable, so feminine 
 -  feminine company 
 -  the core ensemble as resolutely feminine 
 -  feminine details 
 -  feminine feet 
 -  Feminine Forever sold 1000 000 copies 
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 -  feminine fingers 
 -  feminine floral bottles 
 -  they [the flowers] are feminine and delicate 
 -  the headlines Feminine and Glamorous 
 -  feminine kingdom   
 -  the legends Feminine and Glamorous 
 -  feminine legs  
 -  feminine lips  
 -  ultra-feminine log basket    
 -  a monarch who is vulnerably feminine  
 -  it’s [a memorial] contemporary, feminine  
 -  monkeys are considered more feminine than snake or bears 
 -  feminine name 
 -  ultra-feminine pastel hues  
 -  feminine period details  
 -  feminine-focused phones  
 -  one shop in London, it’s soft, feminine and fresh 
 -  feminine silhouette 
 -  it [the sculpture] becomes more feminine 
 -  a story that is at once distinctively feminine     
 -  Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique 
 -  feminine tree     
 -  a feminine waistline 

  
 
6. others, abstract 
 
 

 -  feminine achievement  
 -  feminine adoration  
 -  feminine aesthetic  
 -  feminine angle 
 -  feminine approach 
 -  feminine arts  
 -  feminine attributes  
 -  is athletics feminine 
 -  feminine beauty 
 -  feminine bits and bobs  
 -  the captions feminine, glamorous, athletic and fun 
 -  feminine characteristic  
 -  feminine charms  
 -  feminine combination  
 -  the feminine complex 
 -  feminine compunction 
 -  feminine cues  
 -  feminine cyber-croon  
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 -  feminine but not fussy decor  
 -  feminine decorum  
 -  conflicting demands to be both feminine (soft, small) and strong 
 -  feminine derring-do  
 -  feminine desire 
 -  feminine display  
 -  feminine disposition  
 -  feminine eating  
 -  feminine energy  
 -  eternal feminine 
 -  feminine face of a materialistic world  
 -  faith is a feminine thing 
 -  feminine flesh is heir to  
 -  feminine free spirit  
 -  feminine united front 
 -  feminine frustrations   
 -  feminine things like gossip 
 -  feminine guile  
 -  feminine history  
 -  feminine humor  
 -  feminine hygiene  
 -  the feminine ideal  
 -  feminine input  
 -  feminine interest  
 -  feminine intuition  
 -  feminine itching 
 -  a calmer life associated with the feminine   
 -  feminine look 
 -  it’s [making a meal] so feminine and sexy 
 -  feminine manner  
 -  feminine misery  
 -  feminine modesty  
 -  feminine mood 
 -  a feminine narrative voice  
 -  feminine nature 
 -  feminine obsession  
 -  feminine perfection  
 -  feminine place 
 -  feminine pop  
 -  feminine power  
 -  the feminine principle 
 -  feminine protest 
 -  feminine quality  
 -  we were the feminine and weaker religion 
 -  the sacred feminine  
 -  feminine self-consciousness  
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 -  feminine sensibilities 
 -  a feminine side 
 -  feminine skills 
 -  feminine society  
 -  feminine soul 
 -  how feminine the sport can be 
 -  feminine spin  
 -  feminine strengths 
 -  feminine subjects 
 -  feminine surroundings  
 -  feminine take 
 -  feminine terms 
 -  a feminine touch 
 -  feminine values  
 -  feminine version  
 -  feminine voices 
 -  feminine way 
 -  a feminine whim  
 -  feminine wiles  
 -  feminine wipes 
 -  a feminine world 
 -  masculine and feminine behavior  

 -  masculine attitude and feminine delicacy 
 -  a crocheted masculine-feminine hybrid 
 -  masculine, as well as feminine insecurities  
 -  masculine or feminine norms 
 -  a masculine and a feminine slant  
 -  a masculine and a feminine take  
 -  masculine and feminine tensions  
 -  masculine and feminine traits 
 -  a masculine or feminine society   
  
   
 
 
D. The Guardian/The Observer 2004: masculine 
 

1. description of men 
 

 -  a masculine father  
 -  to make his face look masculine again  
 -  a romantically masculine, heavy-drinking bastion  
 -  women rather like masculine men  
 -  men - sometimes quite masculine ones  
 -  without a masculine presence  
 -  men were freed to play fully masculine roles  
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 -  Frank satisfies his famous masculine self-esteem  
 -  he set about constructing a masculine self  
 -  his more masculine side  
 -  John Kerry’s masculine war-veteran appeal  
 -  very masculine but very kind  
 -  appearing uncommitted or less masculine in front of colleagues 
 -  these ideal men want a chiseled jaw and a really masculine look 
 -  they [men] fear they will be seen as less masculine  
 -  he was very cute, very handsome and very masculine  
 -  so strong, so masculine, hunky and masculine 
 -  the most enticingly masculine this side of the North Pole  
 -  my masculine counterparts  
 -  the gang is a masculine group 
 -  he is the pinnacle of Sex, Masculine, Feminine and Neuter 
 -  [he is] masculine, as well as feminine 

 -  very feminine rather than masculine    
 
 
2. fashion 

 
 -  masculine clothes 
 -  that clearline, masculine cut  
 -  a subdued masculine design    
 -  masculine elements in their clothes  
 -  a new source of masculine iconography, says the designer 
 -  women began riding out in masculine-style tailored jackets  
 -  masculine tailoring for women   
   

 
3. grammar 
 

 -  El is the masculine definite article in Spanish  
 -  Dia- day in Spanish - is masculine  

 -  Pendolino (a masculine noun)  
 -  I use the masculine pronoun   

 
 

4. women described as masculine 
  

 -  an extremely masculine mother  
 -  Pike was always known by her masculine second name 

 -  a group of female athletes so masculine 
 -  her deep, strident, almost masculine voice 

 -  Christina, with her masculine clothes  
 -  I cropped my hair and went as masculine as I could  

 -  I feel slightly weary, and strangely masculine     
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5. others, concrete 
 
 

 -  a car that looks as potently masculine as this 
 -  it [a castle] was a little too masculine for my tastes  
 -  is it a suitable masculine colour?    
 -  masculine dinosaurs 
 -  Guantanamo being an essentially masculine event   
 -  and to make a face look more masculine   
 -  it’s [a black horse] powerful, bold, masculine  
 -  the trumpet is not a masculine instrument 
 -  masculine name   
 -  they [motorway service areas] are very masculine  
 
   

6. others, abstract 
 

 -  masculine action  
 -  the masculine aesthetic  
 -  masculine affair 
 -  masculine ambience 
 -  the dominant paradigms remain masculine  
 -  a very masculine art form 
 -  this fragrance is as masculine as Liberace 
 -  masculine barriers  
 -  masculine boldness  
 -  masculine bonding rituals  
 -  masculine brotherhood  
 -  masculine buildings 
 -  masculine characteristics 
 -  French masculine charm  
 -  masculine culture 
 -  masculine Eau Savage 
 -  masculine education  
 -  masculine effects 
 -  the masculine equivalent  
 -  masculine failure 
 -  masculine fantasy 
 -  masculine fear  
 -  masculine features  
 -  masculine flavor 
 -  masculine forms 
 -  masculine fug  
 -  masculine genre  
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 -  masculine group behavior 
 -  masculine grunts  
 -  a masculine heart 
 -  masculine heritage 
 -  masculine hoarding 
 -  masculine identity crisis 
 -  masculine identity 
 -  masculine image 
 -  masculine ineptitude 
 -  masculine instinct  
 -  masculine intimacy 
 -  a masculine issue 
 -  masculine jobs 
 -  masculine justaucorps  
 -  masculine kind   
 -  masculine landscape  
 -  masculine laugh 
 -  masculine list 
 -  masculine madness  
 -  masculine measures 
 -  masculine meshivon  
 -  masculine moneyed sense 
 -  masculine novel  
 -  masculine odor  
 -  masculine penetration 
 -  masculine persuasion   
 -  masculine poses 
 -  masculine, powerful force  
 -  masculine privileges 
 -  masculine progress 
 -  masculine purity  
 -  masculine resolve 
 -  masculine role models  
 -  masculine romance   
 -  masculine route  
 -  masculine society  
 -  the masculine squint  
 -  masculine strength  
 -  masculine sweat and tears 
 -  a masculine theocracy  
 -  a masculine thing to play football 
 -  it’s more masculine to dig 
 -  masculine values 
 -  masculine version 
 -  masculine voice 
 -  masculine way 
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 -  masculine whimpers 
 -  masculine wilderness  
 -  masculine working culture  
 -  masculine working-class culture  
 -  masculine world 
 -  masculine and feminine behavior  
 -  masculine and feminine tensions 
 -  masculine attitude and feminine delicacy  
 -  masculine-feminine hybrid of toy guns 
 -  a masculine and feminine slant  
 -  a masculine and feminine take 
 -  masculine and feminine traits 
 -  masculine or feminine society  
 -  masculine or feminine norms 
 -  it is a masculine story with a female point of view 

 
 


